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This week we would like to thank... 
 

Avraham Fried for doing an interview with us this week. 

Thank you! 

 

All of our proofreaders who work very hard each week to 

find all of the mistakes.  

Thank you! 

 

Congratulations Mendel Sasonkin on figuring out the-

answers to the first and third riddles last week!! 

Congratulations! 

 

We would also like to thank all of our subscribers, and those 

that give us their support and letters to keep us going. 

Thank you! 

 

If you have a simcha, gave over the weekly D’var Torah, or think you know the an-

swer to one of the weekly riddles, let us know @ jkidsmag@gmail.com to get here! 
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Weekly Lesson 
The Key 

One Simchas Torah after hakofos, the Rebbe was           

trying to get into his room. Some  chassidim went to 

the window to see if the Rebbe forgot his keys. When 

they came back, they told the Rebbe that they think 

perhaps he left his key in the room by mistake. So in 

order to try and get the keys, two Chassidim tried to 

break the glass to get inside and open the door to let 

the Rebbe in. Unfortunately, the two Chasidim that 

tried breaking the window got many cuts and started 

losing a lot of blood, so they had to stop. However, 

the two              Chasidim did manage to break a large 

peice of glass in the window, so Reb Bentzoin Shemtov 

jumped through the small hole where the glass had 

been. Once he got inside, he opened the door and re-

turned the keys to the Rebbe. 
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Lesson: 

Sometimes there are barriers in life, when you don’t 

have the “key” to the “door”. However, there is always 

a solution. As they 

say: “Hashem       

always creates the 

cure before the 

sickness.” What 

this means is that 

no matter what the 

problem is, there is always a solution. The solution 

might be hard to figure out or understand, and it may 

take multiple tries, but if you keep trying, you will  

succeed. You may not manage the first time, and you 

may even need help, but he goal is always attainable. 
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Story 

The Priest  
 Almost thirty years ago, a Chossid of the Rebbe was asked to lecture to a group of 
Jewish and non-Jewish students in a city that neighbored Buffalo, New York. Although he 
was reluctant to accept, he was urged to do so by the Lubavitcher Rebbe who directed 
him to focus his lecture on charity, as charity is a universal responsibility of both Jews 
and gentiles. 

 He began his lecture by telling the following story: 

 During the time of the Tosfot Yom Tov [Rabbi Yom Tov Lipman Heller, Chief Rabbi 
of Prague and Cracow during the 17th century and author of a commentary on the Mish-
nah], there lived a wealthy individual who ostensibly never contributed to charity. After 
this miser died, the Chevra Kadisha [Jewish burial society] felt that he was unworthy of 
being interred next to any upright and respectable individual. They buried him in an area 
of the cemetery called hekdesh, where society's outcasts were buried. 

 A few days after the funeral, there was a tumult in Prague. Two prominent mem-
bers of the community, the butcher and the baker, who had previously been extremely 
charitable and generous, suddenly stopped distributing their funds. 

 The poor people of the city, who had always relied on the benevolent pair for their 
sustenance, were in an uproar. Emotions ran so deep that the matter was finally brought 
before the Tosfot Yom Tov. 

 The Tosfot Yom Tov asked the butcher and baker why they had so suddenly 
stopped their acts of charity. In reply, they informed the Tosfot Yom Tov that they were 
not personally wealthy. 

 "We were only able to give so much charity because the 'miser' who died just a few 
days ago constantly supplied us with funds for charity. He strictly warned us, however, 
not to disclose from whence the money had originated, since he wanted the great merit of 
performing the mitzva anonymously. Now that he is gone, we no longer receive the 
funds, and are, unfortunately, unable to continue with this worthy work." 

 The Tosfot Yom Tov was so impressed by the modest behavior of this unassuming 
"miser" that in his own will he requested to be buried next to this humble man. 

 When the Chossid completed his lecture, a participant from the audience, a priest, 
approached him and asked him to repeat the story. The Chossid, about to return to his 
hotel, arranged a time to meet with the priest the following day. Thinking that the matter 
would be forgotten, the Chossid was surprised when the priest actually arrived. 

 The Chossid repeated the story for the priest but was astounded when, after con-
cluding the story a second time, the priest seemed terribly disturbed and begged him to 
repeat it yet a third time.  
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 Finally, the priest divulged the reason for his agitation. "Rabbi Schochet, that chari-
table man in the story was my ancestor." 

 Skeptically, the Chossid calmed the young man saying that there was no connec-
tion between him and the story, which took place over 100 years ago. "Furthermore," he 
told him, "you are a gentile, while this man was a Jew." 

 The priest looked intently at the Chossid and whispered, "Rabbi, now I have a story 
to tell you!" 

 He began by describing his background. He had grown up in the state of Tennes-
see. His father was a major in the U.S. Army during the Second World War. In Europe, 
his father had met a Jewish girl and fell in love with her. He brought her back home as his 
war bride, and no one knew of her Jewish background. A short time after their marriage, 
the couple was blessed with a child, who they devoutly raised in the Catholic Church. The 
child grew up and attended a seminary where he eventually trained to become a priest. In 
his early adulthood, the priest's mother died. On her deathbed, she disclosed her secret 
to her astonished son.  

 After reciting the Shema prayer, she confessed, "I want you to know that you are 
Jewish." She informed him of his heritage and told him that his great-grandfather was 
buried next to the well-known sage called the Tosfot Yom Tov. She then recounted, al-
most exactly, the story that the Chossid had told in his lecture. 

 At the time, the priest, who was unaware of this information, imagined that his 
mother was delirious. Although he felt uneasy about his mother's parting words, it was 
only a temporary, fleeting emotion. As he got on with his life, he soon for got the entire 
episode. 

 "Rabbi," cried the priest, in a state of utter emotional turmoil, you have just repeat-
ed this story, detail for detail! You have just reminded me of my mother's parting words, 
and I realize now that the story must be true, or it wouldn't be so well known. Yet, what 
am I to do? I am a reputable priest with a large congregation of devoted followers." 

 The Chossid offered to assist him in any way. He emphasized to him, however, that 
according to Jewish law, he was indeed Jewish. He encouraged him to explore his herit-
age, and he put him in contact with people in his city who could guide him. With that, the 
newly-found Jew departed. The Chossid then understood why the Rebbe had suggested 
the topic matter. 

 He had no further interaction with the man, and did not hear from him again. Sever-

al years ago, when the Chossid was on a visit to Israel. A Jew with a beard and a kipa 

approached him at the Western Wall and wished him "Shalom Aleichem [ Peace unto 

you]!" The Chossid, who didn't recognize the individual, was completely taken aback 

when the man exclaimed, "Don't you recognize me, Rabbi Schochet? I am the former 

priest whom you met in Buffalo." 
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Here, we talk about all the cool and latest things on a weekly topic! Join us 

this week as we explore the wondrous world of 

BUTTERFLIES 

            Butterflies                    look at the world in a           

     totally different               way then we do! Their                        

  eyes aren’t adapted          to see as many details                             

    as we can. On the                           other hand,                         

        they can perceive                                                                            

                  colors                                             outside of our visual 

                                                                           range, such as                      

                 Ultraviolet.                                     Many of them make 

    ultraviolet pigments                              in their wings so they 

  can have patterns that                                            are invisible             

    to a human eye. 

In the News 
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                                     Many members of a butterfly  

 Family called the Lycaenids, or Gossamer wings, rely on ants to                 

 take careof their babies. The caterpillars use special                                      

      chemicals to attract ants. In some species such as the                             

                            Alcon blue, those ants carry the babies back                                      

    to their       nest, and strongly protect them from                                                                  

            parasites. To fight back, some ants slowly alter                                                   

             their        communication chemicals over time so                                      

                that they               no longer match caterpillars                                                                  

     signals. 

               Butter-        

         flies can 

        be found 

       on every   

       continent     

         except     

         Antarct-    

                 ica 
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The Dancing Jews 
 Rabbi Yisrael Baal Shem Tov (1698-1760), the founder of the Chas-

sidic movement, was once asked: “Why is it that Chassidim burst into 

song and dance at the slightest provocation? Is this the behavior of a 

healthy, sane individual?” 

 

 The Baal Shem Tov responded with a story: 

Mashal: 

 Once, a musician came to town — a musician of great but unknown 

talent. He stood on a street corner and began to play. Those who 

stopped to listen could not tear themselves away, and soon a large 

crowd stood enthralled by the glorious music whose equal they had nev-

er heard. Before long they were moving to its rhythm, and the entire 

street was transformed into a dancing mass of humanity. 

 A deaf man walking by wondered: Has the world gone mad? Why 

are the townspeople jumping up and down, waving their arms and turn-

ing in circles in the middle of the street? 

 

NIMSHAL: 

 “Chassidim,” concluded the Baal Shem Tov, “are moved by the mel-

ody that issues forth from every creature in G-d’s creation. If this makes 

them appear mad to those with less sensitive ears, should they, there-

fore, cease to dance?” 
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. Buffalo 
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ACTIVITY  

Simple Paper Pinwheel 
Making paper pinwheels is an extremely versatile craft! It is easy 

and lovely enough to add some bright colors and fun to any 

event or table. 

 

For this craft you will need: 

 

Scissors 

Pencil 

Craft paper or recycled paper (squares) 

1 straw per pinwheel 

1 pushpin per pinwheel 

Optional: ruler 

***** 

1. Draw Lines 

Using a ruler, mark the center of your square paper with a pencil. 

If you do not have a ruler, you can eyeball the center pretty                 

easily. Next use your ruler to draw a diagonal line from each cor-

ner of the paper, halfway to the center dot you just made. 
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Note: If you are using printed paper, where one side is white and 

the other has a pattern, make sure you draw the lines on the 

white side of the paper. 

2. Cut Down Lines 

Use the scissors to cut down the diagonal lines you just marked 

on your paper. 

3. Fold and Pin 

Fold alternating points (every other point) into the center dot 

and put a pushpin through. This step can be tricky since the 

points like to escape if you are not holding them tight, so           

patience is key. 

4. Attach to Straw 

Hold the pushpin with gathered points in one hand tightly and 

use your other hand to push the remainder of the pin through a 

straw. We used paper craft straws for these pinwheels but you 

could also attach your pinwheel to a plastic straw or a pencil. 

Once your pushpin is through the straw, use a little bit of masking 

tape to make sure no fingers get stuck by the pin. 

 

If you have any activities to send in please email us at Jkidsmag@gmail.com and 

we might put in your activity, or send us pictures of your craft to show!! 
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9 things you may not have known about 

BUTTERFLIES 

 #1. Out of the total number of butterfly species, 

750 can be found in America. 

 #2. Butterflies belong to the Lepidoptera class of 

insects which are characterized by their large scaly 

wings. 

 #3. The Cabbage White species of butterfly is 

the most commonly found in the US. While they are 

called Cabbage White, they are characterized by 

their two black markings at the top of their wings. 

 #4. Monarch butterflies migrate to escape from 

the cold, not to procreate contrarily to popular be-

lief. 

 #5. Monarch butterflies are the only insect in 

the whole world that travels over 2,500 miles on av-

erage every winter. 
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 #6. However, while the Monarch is the only 

butterfly to cover this wide a distance, many butter-

fly species flee weather conditions in the winter, 

such as the Clouded Skipper, Red Admiral, Cloudless 

Sulfur, and American Lady just to name a few. 

 #7. The North American Monarch is one of the 

species that has been the most severely impacted 

by recent climate changes, with their numbers see-

ing dips and spikes over the last few years. 

 #8. Butterflies don&#39;t taste with taste buds, 

but rather sensors located under their feet. 

 #9. A group of butterflies is known as a flutter. 

 #10. Butterflies can see beyond the ultraviolet 

spectrum and their eyes consist of a network of 

6000 lenses. 
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The Shliach 

2 
1 

3 
4 

5 To be continued... 
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Korach incites a mutiny challeng-
ing Moshe’s leadership and the granting of 
the kehunah to Aaron. He is accompanied by 
Moses’ adamant foes, Dassan and Avi-
ram. Joining them are 250 distinguished 
members of the community, who         offer 
the sacrosanct ketores (incense) to prove 
their worthiness for the priesthood. 
The earth opens up and swallows the muti-
neers, and a fire consumes the ketores-
offerers. 

A subsequent plague is stopped by Aaron’s 
offering of ketoret. Aaron’s staff miraculously 
blossoms and brings forth almonds, to prove 
that his designation as high priest is divinely 
ordained. 

G-d commands that a terumah from each 
crop of grain, wine and oil, as well as all 
firstborn sheep and cattle, and other speci-
fied gifts, be given to the kohanim. 

https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/2210/jewish/Korach-Over-Dinner.htm
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/2757/jewish/The-Rebbe-Said.htm
https://www.chabad.org/article.asp?AID=2212#Korach16_01b
https://www.chabad.org/article.asp?AID=2212#Korach16_01b
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/2892/jewish/Killing-Me-Softly-With-His-Song.htm
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/39931/jewish/The-Ladder.htm
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/1529/jewish/Do-We-Love-Too-Much.htm
https://www.chabad.org/parshah/article_cdo/aid/46078/jewish/Aarons-Almond-Blossoms.htm
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/2800/jewish/The-Cosmology-of-Giving.htm
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Jokes & Riddles 

With pointed fangs I sit and wait; with piercing force I crunch out 
fate; grabbing victims, proclaiming might; physically joining with a 
single bite. What am I? 

 A stapler 

 

If there are three apples and you take away two, how many apples 
do you have? 

You have two apples  

 

Forward I am heavy, but backward I am not. What am I? 

The word “ton”  

***** 
Riddle: What five-letter word becomes shorter when you add two 
letters to it?  

 

Riddle: What begins with an “e” and only contains one letter? 

 

Riddle:  A word I know, six letters it contains, 
remove one letter and 12 remains. What is it?  

 

Riddle: What goes through cities and fields, 
but never moves?  

Answers to last 

weeks riddles: 

Air! 

The dictionary! 

A window! 
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THE SHLIACH ON MARS 
Part 4 

“How are those arrangements going, Avraham?” “Good” He re-
plied. Yakov and Avraham had been talking on the phone for 
a few minutes, going over their plans in preparation for 
their trip to spread Torah to the entire universe, starting 
with Mars. After a few more minutes of talking, they hung 
up to get back to their jobs. Yakov looked around, trying to 
find Professor X. After a few minutes of looking, he finally 
found Professor X by tracing ht esound of him screaming 
about how his beard got stuck in another rocket ship door. 
After he came over and helped the Professor free his beard 
from the clutches of the rocket ship, he asked him what he 
could do. “Pass me those thingamabobs and that dadoodle” He 
replied in a distracted voice.. “Um, what?” Yakov asked, con-
fused as usual when Professor X spoke to him. “The wrench” 
Professor X replied, as if it were obvious. “Oh,” Yakov said. 
“here” as he handed him he wrench. “Alright,” Professor X 
said, “Go into the space ship and press the large yellow but-
ton.” “OK” Yakov said, glad to finally have a job he could 
do. Yakov climbed through the door and froze. “Which one?” 
He called out to the Professor in an uncertain voice. 
“They’re all yellow!!” 

 

TO BE CONTINUED... 
If you have any comments or suggestions for the story, please 
let us know at jkidsmag@gmail.com 
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Chocolate-chip Cookies 
 
INGREDIENTS 
 
1 cup oil 
 
1/2 cup sugar 
 
1 and 1/2 cups brown sugar 
 
2 eggs 
 
2 and 1/2 teaspoons Vanilla Extract 
 
2 and 1/2 cups flour 
 
1 teaspoon Haddar Baking Powder 
 
1 teaspoon baking soda 
 
3/4 teaspoon salt 
 
7 ounces chocolate chips 
 
 
 
Serves 10 

https://www.kosher.com/recipe/the-perfect-chocolate-chip-cookie-recipe-4133#
https://www.kosher.com/recipe/the-perfect-chocolate-chip-cookie-recipe-4133#
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DIRECTIONS 
 
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit. 
 
2. Combine all in-
gredients in bowl of 
electric mixer.  Mix 
to combine.  Add 
the chocolate chips 
and mix until com-
bined evenly. 
 
3. Roll into balls and 
place two inches 
apart on a lined cookie sheet. Bake for 10 
minutes. 
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Interview with Avraham Fried 
 
1. When did you start singing? 
40 years ago:) 
 

2. Has the pandemic changed your performance (if yes, 
how)?  
It certainly changed my calendar… It changed my performance 

that when singing I need to Daven 
more and ask Hashem to watch 
over all Yidden. 

 
3. How have you been cop-
ing? 
BH. I’m keeping busy by working 
on songs for my new cd IYH. 
 

4. Why do you always give 
some tzedakah before each 
of your performances? 
The Rebbe once gave me a dollar 
and said: This is for Tzedakah be-
fore you sing, then he gave me a 
second dollar and said: this is for 
after singing as a Thank You to 
Hashem that it was B'hatzlacha. 
So ever since then, I try to give 
Tzedoka before and after. 

 
 
5. What do you enjoy about singing? 
Making Yidden happy. 
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6. What message do you try to give to your listeners?  
To be strong. To be proud. To expect Moshiach any minute. 

 
 
7. Do you produce albums? 
Yes 

 
 
8. Are you doing any 
live concerts? 
I have not done a live con-
cert in months. 

 
 
9. Are you doing any 
concerts via the com-
puter? 
Yes, through zoom 

 
 
10. What type of songs 
do you sing? 
Songs that inspire. 

 
 
11. What keeps you going and drives you to continue 
singing? 
As long as people want to hear me sing, that keeps me going. 

 
 
12. Which Song was your biggest hit?  
        I would say Yossi Green’s classic: Tanya. 
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Want some more? 

Check out these other 

programs! 
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If you would like to view the past 

issues, or visit our website, go to 

jkidsmag.wixsite.com/home 

*It should be noted that there is 

no connection between “JKids 

Mag” and “KIDZ WEEKLY”* 
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  Abdomen  Antennae  Butterflies  Cacoon 

  Camouflage  Caterpillar  Chrysalis  Coat 

  Emerges  Insect   Larvae Metamorphosis 

  Mimicry  Moth   Nectar Proboscis 

  Pupa   Rhopalocera  Thorax Wings 


